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Item 7.01 Regulation FD Disclosure
Yellow Corporation will present at investor meetings and an investor conference during the remainder of the first quarter of 2021. A copy of the slide show
presentation to be presented is attached hereto as Exhibit 99.1.
Item 9.01 Financial Statements and Exhibits
(d) Exhibits
Exhibit
Number

Description

99.1

Yellow Corporation Investor Presentation

104

Cover Page Interactive Data File (embedded within the Inline XBRL document)
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thereunto duly authorized.
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By:
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/s/ James R. Faught
James R. Faught
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1 Yellow Corporation Investor Presentation February 2021
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3 We are the second-largest LTL carrier and the fifth largest transportation company in North America. When you combine our regional capabilities with YRC Freight’s national coverage, you get an expansive shipping footprint that only one of the largest super-regional LTL companies in North America can provide. ~30,000 Employees 95+ Years of Experience $4.5B 2020 Total Revenue 327 Terminals ~13,500 / ~41,900 Tractors Trailers ~17.4M Shipments Transported Annually

4 Terminal & Network Operations Operational realignment and new reporting structure create new efficiencies Divisional, regional, and area operational reporting structure for Holland, New Penn, Reddaway, and YRC Freight are combined under a single leadership team 4 divisional and 17 operational areas supporting the entire network of terminals Enterprise-wide sales team Simplifying customer engagement with a single point of contact with the new enterprise-wide sales team Network optimization Building a common enterprise platform to create asset & network efficiencies to build density, reduce costs and improve service

5 Example of Network Optimization Immediate focus on gaining efficiencies and cost reductions through terminal cohabitation and consolidation Divisional, regional, and area operational reporting structure for Holland, New Penn, Reddaway, and YRC Freight are combined under a single leadership team 4 divisional and 17 operational areas supporting the entire network of terminals CONSOLIDATION SCENARIO TERMINAL B Company 2 TERMINAL A Company 1 TERMINAL C Company 2 TERMINAL A Company 1 NETWORK OPTIMIZATION 6 key focus areas: Network Design and Facilities Linehaul Planning Routing and Interchange City Operations Dock and Yard Operations Visibility and Status Optimizing the network for increased efficiencies and service

6 Financial Results

7 Financial Results

8 Cash Flow Free cash flow = operating cash flow less acquisitions of property and equipment, net of cash proceeds from disposals During FY 2018, the Company recognized cash proceeds on the sale of a terminal of approximately $31 million During FY 2019, the Company recognized cash proceeds on the sale of terminals of approximately $22 million During FY 2020, the Company recognized cash proceeds on the sale of terminals of approximately $53 million

9 Reinvesting in the Business CapEx Equivalent as a percentage of revenue 2020 CapEx Equivalent includes less than $1M of capital value of leases (a) (a) (a) (b) 2021 CapEx plan includes investments in tractors, trailers, technology, box trucks, containers, liftgates and other assets During 1Q 2021 expected to acquire approximately 1,100 tractors, 1,900 trailers and 250 containers

10 CARES Act Funding Equity U.S. Treasury received 15.94 million shares of common stock and is the Company’s largest shareholder with approximately 30% of outstanding shares Debt U.S. Treasury loan provides two tranches totaling $700 million in aggregate principal commitments Tranche A for $300 million is to cover deferred short-term contractual obligations, certain other deferred obligations including pension and healthcare payments and working capital. Tranche A was fully drawn as of December 31, 2020. Tranche B for $400 million will be used for reinvestment in tractors and trailers. A total of $251 million of Tranche B has been drawn through January 2021. The remaining $149 million is expected to be drawn in 2021.

11 Capital Structure Overview Term Loan Lease Financing Obligations CDA Notes UST Tranche A UST Tranche B Tranche A of $300M carries a variable interest rate, currently determined by LIBOR (subject to a floor of 1%), plus 3.5%, consisting of 1.5% cash and the remainder paid-in-kind (PIK). The UST Tranche A loan balance of $302.3M includes $2.3M of PIK interest as of 12/31/20. Tranche B of $400M carries a variable interest rate, currently determined by LIBOR (subject to a floor of 1%), plus 3.5% paid all in cash. (in millions)

12 Conclusion Strong industry position with one of the largest, most comprehensive logistics and LTL networks in North America with local, regional, national and international capabilities Multi-year enterprise transformation initiative continues and will create operational opportunities that expand revenue, accelerate cost reductions and improve productivity Despite economic challenges created by the COVID-19 shutdowns, improved liquidity through year end 2020 U.S Treasury funding creates significant opportunity to replenish the fleet Reinvestment in the business expected to drive improved results and position the Company for future profitability and growth Experienced Senior Leadership Team and Board of Directors

Appendix

14 Capital Structure and Labor Timeline Largest debt instruments and the labor agreement mature at various dates in 2024 Labor Agreement March ABL Facility Jan. Term Loan June CDA Notes December UST Loan Sept.

15 LTM Adjusted EBITDA Covenant (in millions)

16 Operating Statistics – Fourth Quarter (a) Percent change based on unrounded figures and not the rounded figures presented

17 Operating Statistics – Year End (a) Percent change based on unrounded figures and not the rounded figures presented

18 Adjusted EBITDA Reconciliation
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